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Water Supply

•

Ill

Honglrong

The Story of a Triumph of Applied Science
By Professor C. A. MIDDLETON SMITH, M.Sc., 111.I.Mech.E. (Dean of the Faculty of Engineering in the
University of Hongkong}
PART Ill.---'-WORKS TO INCREASE THE SUPPLY ON THE ISLAND CARRIED OUT SINCE 1920
~ R E problems connected with the storage and supply
( { ~ of water to Hongkong, and the earlier works involved,
hav~ been discussed in two previous contributions. It is
. no~v 'proposed to describe what has happened since there
were_ signs, m 1!)20, that once again the storage ·was insufficient to
provide an adequate water supply all the year round.
As soon as it was realized that further extensions of sources
of supply and storage must be provided. the engineer then in charge
of the water department explored the possibilities of the Shing
Mun Valley. And, in recent years, arrangements have been made
to bring water from that district into Kowloon and thence across
the island by a pipe line.
This source of supply is so important to the island of Hongkong
that, although it also feeds the Kowloon reservoirs, a description
will now be given. The scheme, unfortunately, was not put in
hand early enough to avoid severe water famines that occurred
years after it might have been completed.

Delays are Dangerous
The story of water shortage in Hongkong is one that
has constantly recurred in its
history of the last sixty years.
The rapid increase in the
number of residents produced
many difficult problems, but
solutions were offered by local
.engineers. It was the delay in
carrying out the work, caused
chiefly by those responsible for
the finances of Hongkong, that
brought about the recurring
water famines.
It must be remembered
that in 1841 the population of
Hongkong was about 5,000 ;
in 1860 it was 50,000 and it is
now nearly a million. (Fig I).
The unforeseen rapid increase
A . B. Purves, M.INST,C,E,, Waterin the population, during the
works Engineer, Hongkong
past seventy years, made the
problem of . water shorj;age
frequently a .matter of urgency
since the first reservoit was· built in 1863. . Schemes had to be
devised and subject.e l to the criticism, not only of engine~r~, b1;1t
to the local Govetruhent administrators and the anthonties m
London.
. Owing to the disturbed state of South China, when some of
the proposals were under consideration, and because of the heavy
cost of the schemes, those in authority hesitated for a long time
before approving of big estimates. That delay caused much
greater inconvenience and anxiety to Hongkong than had been
anticipated, owing to unusual droughts in years when the rainfall
was, much below the average.
The p lan to increase the ·capacity of the reservoirs in Hongkong
by utilizing the Shing Mun Valley supply was suggested by the
engineer -responsible for water- supply in the local Public Works
Department some fifteen years ago.
Great praise for the foresight shown, and practical proposals,
made, is due to Mr. R. M. Henderson, M.INST.C.E., M.I.MECH.E.,

etc., He was then in charge of the Waterwor~s Office and now
is the Director of Public Works, Hongkong. (Fig. 2).
He had for years realized the urgency _of the problem ; he had
often recommended that the storage capacity should be increased
He is fully entitled to be called the " Father " of the Shing Mu~
Valley scheme.
Arriving in Hongkong in 1912, as an Assistant Engineer in the
Water Department of the Public Works, he had had considerable
experience in that branch of engineering before his arrival in
Hongkong. His first practical experience in this part of the world
was gained on the construction of the Tytam Tuk reservoir. He
afterwards became Executive Engineer in charge of the water
supply of Hongkong.
·
Although, when the Tytam Tuk reservoir was opened in 1917
the Governor, Sir Henry May, stated that the scheme would meet
Hongkong's needs for several years, it soon became apparent that
the increasing demand for water would soon cause new storage
capacity to be considered as a
matter of urgency.

The Bold Scheme
Mr. Henderson explored

every possible solution of this
difficult problem and finally
came to the conclusion that
the only satisfactory and permanent plan was what is now
known as the Shing Mun
Valley scheme. He prepared
detailed estimates showing
that a huge storage capacity
could be provided on the
mainland, whereas it was
impossible in a satisfactory
manner to supply the demands
from any soheme of storage on
the island.
It was obvious that storage
on the mainland involved a
R. M. Henderson, M.INST.c.E.,
pipe line across the harbor of
M.I.MECH.E., Director of ;Public
at . least a mile in length.
Works, Hongkong
After Mr. Henderson had
prepared his plans, etc., for the
Shing _Mun scheme, the problems connected wfth it were submitted
to London consulting engineers. They gave a general approval of
the main features of the scheme.
When later it became necessary to carry out the details of a
very difficult part of the project viz., the building of a big dam
across the Shing Mun Valley, a firm of London consulting engineers,
Messrs. Binnie, Son and Deacon, were made responsible for the
work. That firm has carried out the extensive works coill).ected
,~i~h the supply of water for Singapore and several other large
cities. The work on the dam will be described later. For the
present we will consider only the efforts made to link up the Shing
Mun Valley supply with Hongkon"O before the Consulting Engineers
mentioned above undertook -the design and construction of the
dam.
.
In the early days, when the suggestion to utilize
Shing
~un _valley was first made by Mr. Henderson, the writer vIS1ted the
distnct. The boldness of the project and the obvious advantages
of an almost indefm.ite storage from a catchment area, huge as

99
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d with that
cofllilP:~fe on the isl~n~,
sva.
appeal irres1st1Jllade an the technical
bl? dto But engineers
plJJl · r the world have
all ove discovered that
oft-e~ seems to them to
"'ha nierely commonbe
roposals present
"',un:rfs of difficulties to
dministrators.
a

'2

Engineers have to
spend a great deal of
time
in
elementary
ro
explanations concerning
schemes,
tho
reasons
\
::;:
for which seem to them
to bo obvious, but
E8
which must be made
understandable to men
;g
who have
had no
g-r:: 6
scientific training. It
is often exasperating
for technical men to
ha vc to spend their time
in order to convince
Watching Expendithose who control exture
penditure that a scheme
In that connection ii 2
is essential and sound.
the following true story
But Illany a s0t~nd
roa.y be related. In ~he
technical scheme has
course of c':nversat1?n
been delayed, and even
with a certam Coloma!
eo
,o
/&40 .
"scotched," because the
HONG - KONG
Seeretary in Hongkong
engineer whoso duty it
-he has now' gone the
was to explain it to
Fig. 1.-Curve showing Increase in Population of the Colony of Honitkong. 1841-1933
way of all ~esh-that
the non-technical man
official ment10ned an
has
been
unable
to
do
so
in
a
clear
and
simple
fashion.
·roprovement that seemed to be most desirable. The writer
~nnocently remarked that, as the Colonial Secretary considered
the plan to be excellent, it was surprising that he-the Colonial
Water for Sanitation
Secretary-had not initiated that scheme of improvement as
During the past twenty-five years the flush system of sanitation
it was so obviously needed. " My good fellow " answered the
Colonial Secretary "You seem to forget that I am an administrator has been gradually introduced into Kowloon and Hongkong. In
and that administration never initiate. Out job is to criticize, to some cases wells, or streams in neighboring nullahs, are used. In
delay, and even to obstruct, the schemes put forward by others. others connecticm is made to the public water mains. This latter
If we die\ not do so the place would soon be . bankrupt. Every arrangement, as it becomes more general, must take more water
Head of a department wants to spend more money than we can from the reservoirs.
For public health reasons it is most desirable that this flush
possibly allow ; experts never seem to realize that their schemes
musi be financed. Our job is.h 6't to initiate schemes, but to conserve system be extended. The old method of " night soil " coolies,
the necessary funds. And that is why we obstruct and delay new carrying away excrement from each house, is not only inconvenient
but it is most unhealthy. It is still general in Hongkong and
proposals ! "
Of course, it is essential to consider the :financial aspects of a Kowloon, but it must in time disappear. All over China the "night
scheme in relation to the available revenue or assets of a country or soil" is used for manuring the land. It is the cause of dysentry,
municipality. Engineers must acknowledge that fact. But w~at typhoid and other intestinal illness; but in China nothing, not even
is most exasperating to them is delay caused by a refusal to examme sewage, is wasted.
It is of interest to remember that only a century ago the
proposals and plans put forward f0r consideration. Money, of
course, is often difficult to obtain for really good schemes of <lc"."elop- water-closet was unheard of in England. How was the night soil
disposed
? To-day the water closet is installed in a ll modern
ment. It is finance that is holding up enormous schemes of engmeer·
dwellings in that country, to the great benefit and convenience of
ing work in China to-day.
the tenants.
Whether people more frequently take baths-Chinese now
demand Em·opean style houses and flats with a bathroom- or
A Clear Case for . Action
whether people are more wasteful of water ; or whether industrie8
'The fate of new engineering proposals depends upon the attitu_dc demanding more water are growing up- whatever the cause, the
of mind of those who have to finance them. If an official or financier effect is there. More and more water per head of population is·used
is progressive he helps forward new schemes; if otherwise he has
each year.
t,he opportunity to delay them.

r

-

Fig. 4.-The Shing Mun Valley Supply
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Fig. 5.-0utlet. of Golden HUI Tunnel showing Guagc Basin In
foreground
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Fig. 6.-Hongkong Ha i-bor-The Route of the Pipe Line · v

Public Opinion Roused

LOOSE.

Under nonnal circumst ances it is only
tho t echnical people who a re inter ested in
the d etails of the wat er supply for a big
city. The ordina ry p eople, who ar e used
to tu;ni.ng on a tap a.nd finding a n adequate
supply of r unning wa t er, s~ldom th!nk
a bout catchment a reas, reservmrs, pumping
st a tions, wa t er m ains a-nd filter system s ;
unless, there is a curtailment of the supply,
or· au outbreak of some epidemic, such as
t y phoid fever,-and then they suddenly
r ealize their cl,e p endencc on the efficient
working of the wa t er supply system.
In Hongkong the problems connected
with this subject have been for y ears v ery
much in the lime-light. The gen eral public
and the n ewspa pers have debated in a .
vigorous fashion, for years, the details and
the many questions connected with that·
subject.
-

FLANGE.

future generations should contribute
thing.
som,.

1-

The popular demand has been that all
of these new schemes of construction
1
(they are termed " extraordinary
in the budget) should be financed by 1 .:,
0
In actu~l fac~ the balances of revenu;
over expenditure m r ecent years have been
so satisfactor y that practically all of th
works P&~ for to date h a ve been finance~
out ofre"'"\"enue.

w~,t ~;

As will be explained later, it is calcu.
la t ed that a supply of about 20 million
gallons· of water per day is required for the
island of Hongkong and the adjoining
suburb-it might be called city-of Kaw.
loon on the mainland, opposite the island.
To provide a constant supply of 20 million
gallons a day· throughout the dry season
demands very complete arrangement for
w ater storage.
Thus the general public in Hongkong
Fig. 8.-Harbor Pipe Line Ball and Socket
really do realize the vital importance of a
~olnt
At this date (1934) there is, roughly,
good and consta nt supply of water. No
storage for 3,000 million gallons on the
island and m ainland-say aboutfivemonths
money that is spen t on ensuring that supply is grudged by the tax.
In 1938 there will be storage of
pay ers. In this matter public opinion has usually been in advance 6,000 million gallons, or supply.
say 12 months supply.
of Government action. The only m atter for,-a rgument recently has
But
we
must
remember
three
important facts (l) the three-year
been the method, by which the new schemes should be financed.
Natura lly enough the present generation of taxpayers think periods of diminished rainfall coming about every 33 years (2) the
increasing
d
emand,
which
may
ea
sily
increase the total of 20 millio~s
tha t for such permanent benefits as new reservoirs, etc.,
per day to 25 millions with a stationary population and (3) the belief
that the population will increase in the future as in the past.

l.

Emergency Measures
The most recent local water famine, the grave
shortage of 1929, might have had very senou!
results, but for the strenuous efforts made i\
great emergency. A tribute must be paid of \ e
law abicliug citizens of Hongkong. For mont 8
the supply for every one was restricted. A 1
section of the population had no water at a dtheir houses. They had to obtain it fro~
al
pipes in the streets, and water was_ a_vaga ho~rs.
the stand-pipes only during very llimte
ter
It is bad enough to be restricted .
)n a tempera~e climate, but Hongkong 18h:n th•
1ll the tropics. A water shortage wt go'F,
thermometer stands round about 85'F d O of th•
d'!,y and night, is a calamity. Thousan
1929
inhabitants on the island of Hongkong_ lllqueues
Were compelled to wait long, weary hours lllf £]ling
under the blazing sun, to take their turneo~le' sent
a buck et full of water. The wealthy .\'tin• for •
serva nts or hired .coolies, to stan?
obtain
turn. The poor people stood patient Y
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Fig. 9,-Anchor Block for holding Harbor Pipe Line in place on the Ocrean Bed
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Fig. 10.-Diagram of Harbor Pipe Line

\

water necessary for their. e xistence . That went on for months
it might h a ve been a v mded- tha t was the real pathos of the
at10n.
Day after day ~he hoped-for_ r ain failed to appear. When
the shortage on the isla nd ran per1lo~sly low, ships were chartered
to bring water from Amoy , Shanghai, and_ other por_ts. N O ships
leaving the port w ere allow~d to fill u p with water m Hongkong.
Huge tanks of steel and bricks
were erected along the sea-front
to hold the water brought fr om
afar by the ships.
These emergency measures
were not only exasperating to
the populace, they cost a great
deal of money- as far as the
records of the local L egislative
Council inform us, the expenditure was not less tha n $300,000.
It would h 11vc been more costly
if the rains had been delayed
longer, and if the populace ha.d
not been very patient under
most trying circumstance.

Warned by .Engineers

supply were severe. After th'lt was h eard the cry " N cvcr~
in
but in actual fact th~ crisis was worse in 192fl.
i\fr. Gibbs was no scaremonger : h e w a s an eng ineer who
h ad lived for years in Hongkong and who had studi~d carefully
all available <lat 9,,_ He h <1,,d built the Kowloon r eser v oll'. He had
watched the figures showing; the great increase in the po~ula tion of
Hongkong H e realized that the incr ease would contume; and
·
h e s9.w , also from the official
(';'ff';?,'"'.:',~,,"'''"
returns, tha t as each year w ent
by , th') water c onsumption per
head of population continued
to rise.
He gave, in his d eliber ate
p:1.anner, a grave warning in
1926 with the object of urging
r a pid work on the n ew water
scheme . " "\Vith a rainfall table
for th'3 last 40 y ea rs befor e m e"
h e wrote " I venture to pre dict
that within the n ext five y ear s
w e shall' h a ve in Hongkong a
.., w ~ ' Idmine th at will remind
u S of the ' good old times• p r ior
to 1915." The ,,·orst w at er
famine in the history of Hongkong took place in less tha n
three y ears later-in-.t.he Summer
of 1929.
-..____

The crisis was not due to n n v
lack of warning on the part ~f
technical men, for n ot only w er e
the engineers in Government
F ig. 11.-Portion of the City of Victoria showing covered Service
A F a lse E stimate
Service anxious, but other loca l
R ese rvoir where ·Harbor Pipe Line dellv-ers water from Tai Mo
scientists pointed out the necesShan Area
The unfortunate politica l
sity for hurrying on with a
events in South China of 1925
proposed new scheme for increasing the storage capacity. On helped to cau se u pos tponem ent of th 3 projected water supply
November IO, 1926, 1\fr. L. Gibbs, M. TNST c.E ., wrote to th9 exten sions. It was hoped that the delay would not lead to serious
Hongkong Daily Press. He reminded his readers of the water consequences. But it did.
famines in the past. That of 1902 was particularly bad , for in
~a~ure wa s not kind. 'Ihe r ainfa.U of 1929 was most disthat year also , water was brought in ships to the Colony , eruc rg- a ppomtmg. Fi.om July , 1928 to June . 1929, there '":a s the lowest
ency t anks had been built and the restrictions concerning watc1/ 4fall ever recorded in twelve consecuti ve m onths , m Hong kong.
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Fig. 12,-Cfty ot Victoria showing Top of C~vered Service R ese, vo fr '
In Hongkong Botanical Gardens
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was only 37 .27 inches, against nn average for that period of 841 -'9utlined in detail tlie 'v'!'rious/sections of these bold and ex~~ e
incb:es. · There was therefore .a sh01 t_:1ge of 44 inches. For 72 days, -proposals. That report is•6f great interest.
from November 15, 1928 to Januar;v. 25, 1929, there was .no raipfall
It can be stated that it consisted of five sections. The first
at all ; and on many occasions there ~ i:~ period§ of absolute.drought three sections envisaged a gravity supply from a large catchment
for six days or more. The tantalizing fact was that, if work had area which includes the Shing Mun Valley. It was estimated th~t,
been carried out at Shing Mun such as Mr. Henderson had when complete, these three sections would provide a minimum daily
reJommended, much of the trouble would have been avoided.
yield of 11 million gallons.
·
Included in these sections )"ere aqueducts, tunnels, enormous
The Shing Mun Valley Scheme
reservoirs, pipe lines, filtration plant, access roads, etc. Although
modifications have since been made the main ideas have been or are
If was 1920 that the first general propos!tls to consider Shing being carried out.
Mun Valley were ma.de and Mr. Henderson, and his assistan.t engineer
The first section (of the 1924 scheme) was_.J;o deal with the
l\lr. A. B. Purves (Fig 3), began to collect data. At that date Mr.
nd
Henderson was the Waterworks engineer a.nd Mr. Purves his normal flow of the Shing Mun River which was to be dive1ted a 4
to the Kowloon reservoir, a total distance of about 3,
chief assista.n t,· Since then they have both been promoted and Mr. ca.nied
miles.
Henderson is now Director of Public Works and Mr. Purves is
The. second section recommended the construction of three
the engineer in charge of the Waterworks, excepting the dam .
construction at Shing Mun Valley. Their investigation in 1920 rmpounding reservoirs in the upper Shing Mun Valley, to hold
about
2,000 million gallons.
.
led ·to adoption of the genera.] suggestion that the district should
. The third section involved a large catch water, draining 2i575
.be made a source of supply.
.
0
We can divide the Shing Mun Valley scheme into tliree periods. acres f the ~outhern face of Tai Mo Shan', hill, and discharging mto
There was, first of aU, the preliminary survey of the district t~ethShmg Mun Valley. Two storage reservoirs near Tsun Lung;
and a genera.J plan for the utilization of the large catchment ·area ~, an aggregated capacity of 340. million gallons would be mad
with data to show that it w':'uld provide .supply anq storage fo; Ill order to controlthe floodwater discharge in the catch water, 'd
Hongkong a.n d ~o:,vloon ev~n if the total population ffached many . , These three sect!ons then\fore, when complete, woul~ ~roVI
st orage of 2,340 million gallons and also ·utilize the millions 0
more than
million. Estrmates f?r carry~g out the complete
scheme ~y mstalments were provided. This preliminary work gaUons obt~inable from the Shing Mun River
T·he f 0 urth
t·
·
·
storage
was carried out by the Hongkong P.W.D. engineers. It was
. •
•
sec 1011 mcluded new catch waters, two allons,
realized that a great deal mor~ data concerning the formation of the reservoirs ~avmg ~n aggregate capacity · of 2,100 million g Jatground would have to he provided before detailed estimates of some ~d a pumpmg stat10n. That may come later but is not conte!llP
of the works suggested could be given.
e at present.
·
rs of
.
It. wa.s in April, 1924, th:i,t all ?f this work was-summarized th FmaUy we come to the fifth section which the propose ver
0
m a comp~ehens1ve report, with estrmates, which was forwarde'd
\ sc~e~e ,\in 1924) thought " .a very doubtful one and 01 aY :Cross
by the engmeers of the P.W.D. to the Hongkong Government. It :a erialize.
The general idea was ·to build a large da!ll There
e estuary to the Se'). at a place called Gin Drinker's Bay.

1
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be pumps and mains to deliver water into
"'ould th Channel.
the sou s estimated tha.t this scheme would yield
It ·tr
wa n galloris daiiy, m
. a ddit·ion to the 17
10
fire. JI]! 1ready a.lluded to. Thus, the completion
ptlllionsfi~e schem~s wou_ld reinforce the existing
of t~e by 32 million daily.
supPY

.. • , ..• ;,

\'./T.~

Tunnels and Catch Waters
That planning was the first stage. Then came
h next stage the actual work done during 1924~/ That consisted of building a comparatively
s~all dam and many miles of catch water channels,
. eluding two lengthy stretches of tunnelling
ilirough hills, to carry the water from the Shing
Mun River to the Kowloon reservoirs. It wao
essential to obtam data, as accurate as possible,
concerning the quantity of water that runs down
the ~hlng Mun Valley at di!ferent periods of the
year. Fig (4) shows a port10n of the valley and
the notch used for obtaining the flow of the stream.
These sections were planned and .supervised by the
Hongkong Public Works Depaitment, although
well known British and Chinese contractors were
also employed. The outlet from one of these
tunnels (the one through Golden Hill) :is shown in
Fig. 14.-Thc Old Dam for the Aberdeen Pa~
Fig. (5) which also shows the / " ·
gauge basin in the foreground/
. ·
.,
·
This basin enables· the quantity
.
of water to be measured as it
passes over the weir and on to
the Kowloon storage reservoir.
The third stage is that now
being carried out by the London
Consulting Engineers viz. the
building of the big dam. They
,,
,.,,.·
assumed responsibility in 1932
ruid hope to complete the work
,~.
Ill 1937.
The work done in the second
stage was practically all concerned with the mainland.
,,.,._eI,( !C°''I . .\ , "... .>,- ,,,·..~~:~•·
The water from Shing Mun
·-,
,..,. .
--~- ff;, ,...
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Valley. goes to supply Kowloon
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~nd will be described in deta~
.
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Ill the next article, descriptive
Fig. 15.-The Aberdeen Lower Reservoir Empty
of the Kowloon supply. But it
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MIii Reservoir, Hongkong Island
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ffected the supply to the island
as a pipe line was laid from
the Kowloon reservoir, to the
Botanical Gardens in Hongkong.
And that section of the work
will now be discussed.

The Pipe Line Across the
Harbor

When in 1922 that the
proposal to supplement the
supply for the island by water
from the Shing Mtin Valley was
first put before the local Gove.91ment, a most urge,it, and
jlfiportant, section of that
scheme was a pipe line across
the harbor.
But the suggestion to lay a
pipe upon the bed of the harbor
created considerable opposition. All sorts of
difficulties and dangers were suggested. There
was delay, but at last the work was carried out.
The pipe line has supplied, on an average two
million gallons of water daily to the island for
some years since 1930. None of the dangers
suggested by the opponents of the scheme have
been encountered.
The then Assistant Director of Public Works,
Hongkong, ilfr. R. M. Henderson, M.INST.C.E.,
responsible to the Director of Public Works for
the Water Depa1tment, contributed an interesting
article to the June, 1930, issue of the Hongkong
University Engineering Journal, giving details of
pipe line. Much of the following information is
obtained from that source.
When the proposal was first made the
engineers of the Water Department in Hongkong
were very fully occupied. Definite information
about technical details was difficult to obtain in
Hongkong. The matter was therefore referred to
Consulting Engineers in England. · In due course
they formulated a complete scheme.
They enlarged upon the original proposals.
They recommended that two 18 inch diameter lap
welded steel pipes should be laid in a dredged
trench and then surrounded with concrete.
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Fig. 17.-Aberdeen Lower Reservoir Dam in course of reconstruction

Fig. 18.-Reconstruction of a. Reservoir on Hongkong Island
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Fig. 19.-Aberdeen Lower Dam in course of reconstruction

Fig. 20.-Placing Concrete Blocks In position
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Fig. 21.-Aberdeen Lower Reservoir Empty for Dam Repair and
Removal of Silt
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Fig. 22.-China Fir and Bamboo Scaffolding used during Repair of
Aberdeen Reservoir

'The cost of this complete scheme was estimated at £200 000
or at 1:.he then rate of exchange, son;io "two million dollars, Hongkong twenty feet and with sockets and spigots for Jong sleeve ,,..~ldecl
currency.
__,· ·
joints. Certain pipeR-, abmi't 1 in 4, similar to those ment10ned
At the time the finances of the Colony did not seem to warrant above, had also spigot and flange and _socket and fla!lge ends.
such a large expenditure. MoreThe twenty feet pipes were welded m Hongkong, 111 the assembly
over the scheme was known to
yard on the Praya East Se_a
be larger than was necessary for
\V nil, into sections of approxiimmediate requirements. For
mately 100 feet long.
these, and other reasons, it was
The distance across the
decided to postpone action.
harbor where the pipe is laid
Nature, however, intervenis approximately .5,700 feet so
ed. There came a sho1tage of
that 57 of these 100 feet .lengths
had to be built up.
water. It became apparent, not
only that a pipe line across the
In order to take up the
harbor was needed, but that it
change in line and level of the
was urgently required. It '\a~.
pipe, due to the Yariation in the
therefore decided to at tern pt to
ocean bed, flanged steel and
carry out the original proposals.
socket joints were used, one joint
And to-day there is a 12 inch
being attached to every third
lapwelded steel pipe on the bed
hundred foot section (Fig. 8).
of the harbor. The route of ttilS
Special expansion joints
pipe line is shown in Fig. 6, and·\ .
were used for every 600 feet
Fig. 7 shm, s where the harbor '
length of pipe to take up any
pipe line leaves Kowloon.
expansion or contraction duo
either to change of temperature
Lapwelded steel pipes l <J
or to any settlement of the pipe
inch thick and 12.265 inches
in the ocean bed.
internal diameter were delivered
The path of the pipe on the
to Hongkong in lengths of about
Fig. 23.-The Aberdeen Pumping Station
hrtrbor bottom ,\,as lined out by

Fig, 24.-Cab!eway and Staging at. Aberdeen Upper

Fig. 25.-0penlng of Aberdeen Upper Reservoir
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Fig. 26.-Aberdeen Upper Reservoir Preliminary Works

Fig. 27.-Gorge and Stream Bed be~ore the Aberdeen Upper Dam
was bmlt

small concrete blocks three hundred feet apart with flexible wires
stretched between them . Two pm tions of the line, over mud,
were dredged and filled up with granite rub hie to make a foundation
for the pipe.
Anchor blocks, of concrete weighing about seventeen tons in
air, were cast for placing over the pipe to prevent movement
(Fig. 9). The diagram shows the details of these blocks.

The pipe, before laying, was diJ?ped in hot bitumastic solution
and afterwards double-wrapped with bessmn cloth drain through
hot bitumastic solution.
It was estimated that the pipe would carry 3¼ million gallons
a day delivering to 280 feet above sea level and four and a half
million gallons a day when delivering to 180 feet above sea level.
The pipe delivers into the service reservoir in the Botanical
Gardens, Hongkong, at a level of 240 A.O.D.
Laying the Pipes in the Harbor
Although it is possible, owing to the big head of water to
carry five million gallons per day on the eristing pipe line it jg
A barge, carrying a sixty ton capacity tubular steel sheer-legs,
considered wise to keep the velocity within six feet per second ai°id the
70 feet high, with a horizontal
p'.acti~al ~ormal capacity of the
travel of 40 feet and equipped
·
pipe line 1s taken at 2½ million
with four steam winches and
several auxiliary hand winches
gallons per day. The higher
velocity might create difficulties
and capstans was used for laying
the pipes and anchors.
because the pipe is not anchored
The composite pipes were
to the bed of the sea. A duloaded · on to a lighter and the
plicate pipe parallel to the other
lighter was towed out to where
will shortly be laid and it is conthe laying barge was at anchor.
sidered safe to arrange for a flow
Laying was commenced in
of four million gallons per day.
about sixty-five feet of water,
.
The harbor pipe line delivers
the deepest pa1 t of the harbor,
filtered water into a covered
and was canied in each direction
service reservoir situated in the
for a thousand feet. Then the
Botanical Gardens in Hongkong.
Hongkong side was completed
This is shown in Fig. 11 towards
and afterwards the Kowloon
the left center of the picture.
side.
There is a circle in the center of
Divers went down to make
the top of the reservoir and grass
the necessary joints, etc. It
plots surrounded bv concrete
was possible for them to work
paths. Government" House is
.only at certain periods between
shown just below this reservoir,
ltides when the current was slack
in the center of that part of the
.enough, although near the shore
picture showing the island.
longer periods could be worked.
It took fifty-seven davs to
A good view of the hillside
lay the pipe, the anchor blocks
and the congested dwellings on
being put into position as
the island is shown in Fig. 12
soon as the pipe-laying was
where the covered service recompleted.
servoir is shown clearly in the
A diagramatic section of
lower center of the picture.
the bed of the harbor is shown.
This completes the story of
It will be noticed that the
the pipe line. The other details
diagram is distorted as different
of the Shing Mun tunnels and
scales had to be used for the
supply will be given in ~he nexl
distance across the harbor and
contribution which Will dea
the depth of the sea at different
with the mainland water st orage
points. But the diagram gives
and supply.
the
a good idea of the shape of the
We will now return to
ocean bed.
.
.
sources
d evelopment of the ot1iei he is•
Fig. 28,-The Aberdeen Dam Site sho . :
. ·--:·•· ""
JD20,
wing Terminus of Aerial Cable Way of supply and storage
land, work carried out suic
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Fig. 29.-At Work on the Aberdeen Upper Dam

The Aberdeen Valley Scheme
It now remains only to consider the water supply obtained
f
the third catchment area on the islan<l, viz. that known as the
l~:deen Valley scheme. That completes the story of the island

supp¥his scheme was developed in recent years, chiefly b~cause
f the desire to obtain as much water storage, etc., on the island
~self as was possible. It incr4:"ased the catchment area... by ~.~90
acres (more than two square miles) and the storage by 2,2 million
gallons (Fig. 13).
.
Many years ago a reservoir was , built near the fishmg ~llage
of Aberdeen, on the South side of the island,_ about three miles .to
the East or Pokfulum reservoir (1890). This was the e~terpr1sc
of local Chinese who arranged for a supply of water essential for a
paper manufacturing factory, built in t~e village of Aberdeen.
It was quite a big mill and it was essential to have storage for a
considerable volume of water.
The owners obtained sanction to build the reservoir ; for some
years they owned this supply, but in the critical times of_ water
shortage every possible method of storing rainfall was con~1dcred.
Sir Cecil Clementi when Governor of Hongkong was anx10us to
have as much wat~r storage on the island as possible; possibly he
thought that the harbor pipe scheme might fail. The Government
decided to take over this reservoir which is now known as the
Aberdeen Lower Reservoir. It was a lso decided to build another
r"eservoirnear tn;-amlitlJoveit~ That is now calJed the Aberdeen

Fi~. 31.-Girders and Scaffolding used during Building of the Dam

Fig.

30.-Flume

Upper Reservoir.

i:~:~:~

for

Stream Diversion during
Aberdeen Upper Dam

building-

or

the

Fig. 12A shows, its position on the South side

of tlif
this scheme involved arranging new catchment nr~as
and the extensive building of new catch wate_rs on tl~e south side
of the island · and also the laying of many miles of pipes for con•
veying the w~ter from the re~ervoir !o th:e new filter beds ~nd the
distribution center near the 01ty of Victoria. It may be of interest
to note that a total of about eight square miles of the island area
is now reserved for catchment purposes.
The Aberdeen Valley scheme was commenced in 1929. The
total cost was about two million dollars. But for the h elp of
reservoirs connected with this scheme, which supplies some hundreds
of millions of gaHons to the city of Victoria i_n 1933, the water
restriction.~ of that year must have been more mtense.
This new scheme involved building an entirely new dam to
create the Upper Reservoir and rebuilding the dam of the Lower
Reservoir. The old dam is shown in Fig. 15. It was also essential
to remove a great deal of silt which had accumulated in the
reservoir used by the Paper Mill during past years. The position
of the Aberdeen (Lower) Reservoir is shown in Fig. (16), the
reservoir being empty.
·
It beCamc necessary to build an access road to the two new
reservoifs, and to considerably enlarge the catchment areas.
'\Vater from this source of supply became available in August
1931. A steel pipe line, about five miles in length, delivers this
water to the _Eliot Filter Beds, situated above West Point. From
that pla'ce it is distributed to consumers. The general scheme is

__
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Fig. 33.-Last Stages of Construction of the Dam

Fig. 34.-BuHding the Stone Arch for canying Outlet Pipe

s\own in Fig. I :1 , in which rriap the catchment areas in use arnl those
that nrc consirfr•rrcl lJOSsihlc for extensions and thr rc:-;ervoirs, etc.,
arc shown.

Rebuilding the Dam
Owing to the great _increase in the catchment area, and the
fact that the existing dam of the old Paper Milt Reservoir was
found to be in such a dilapidated condition, it was decided to carry
out extensive alterations and modifications of the existing structure.
The work was completed in September, 1933.
The old dam was of the buttress type. It had a length at
road level of 440 feet. The maximum depth below overflow level
to stream bed was sixty-three feet, and the length of the overflow

,~1

':r:?'' ''

r'i !
!

,•

··,.:·< . ·:, ' t.,. ~',

was 110 feet at a level of 261.3,, feet ab?ve sea level (A.O.D). The
upstream face of the old dam and a port10n of the reservoir is shown
in Fig. 16.
It was decided to remodel the old dam. The upstream face
was gone over in detail and made more watertight. The old d •
01111
stream face during reconstruction is shown in Figs. 17 and 18.
The dam was not destroyed but was strengthened ; the down.
stream face was covered with concrete blocks (Fig. 19). These
blocks were made on reclaimed land on the seashore at Aberdeen
village, where granite, sand and cement were easily landed from
junks. The blocks were transported by a cable way. The method
of placing them in position with the help of scaffolding is shown in
Figs. 20 and 21.
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Fig-. 32.-PourilJg' Concrete into the Dam
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Fig, 36,-A View on Top of the Dam when ne2ring coJJlple
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Fig. 37.-Finishing touches to the Downstream Face of the Aberde:~n Upper Dam
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Fig. 38.-The Downstream Face of the Aberdeen Upper Dam
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Fir. 39,-The Upstream Face nearin, completion

Fig, 40.-Aberdeen Upper Reservoir completed and Nearly Full
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A view of the gorge and stream bed before the darn
The China fir and bamboo scaffolding used during the repair
· 1s
· shown inWas
of the downstream and upstream faces of the dam are shown in . menced for the Aberdeen (Upper ) R eservoir
F· corn..
Figs. 21 and 22.
which reveals cleaily the ty)Je of site suitable for a new r ig. 27,
The· reservoir has been enlarged by cleaning out the silt and Note the side of the Peak of Hongkong island in the hackservoir.
ground
removing other soil. In that connection it is of great interest which forms part of the catchment area.
to note that the experience with this reservoir goes to show that it
is no more costly to enlarge it than to build a new reservoir. Thus,
Stream Diversion
the cost of enlargement at Aberdeen works out at about 57 cents
per cubic yard of water eto:rage; and the cost of the new Shing
A good idea of the granite and disintegrated granite for
.
1
Mun reservoir is calculated at 50 cents per cubic yard of water
of the dam site, an~ the structu!e erected for the terrninus !~t~hn
storage. But Shing Mun is on so much greater scale than the work cableway that earned the grarute from the Aberdeen sea h e
8
at A~erdeen that it seems reasonable that, on works of equal to the dam site, can be formed by a study ~f 1!'ig. 28.
ore
magmtude, the c_ost would be about the same.
During the construction of any dam it 1s essential to llJ k
It must be explained that at Aberdeen the soil excavated was arrangements for the div~rsion_ of the stream: In Fig.
30 ~h:
soft earth, and that a dump was handy. Indeed the dumped soil wooden flume which carries this water away 1s shown togeth
has m~e a sort of reclamation, or flat area (away from the with workmen carrying granite boulders from the strearn bed fer
reservoir), valuable to the Forestry Department; for the soil is breaking up into the aggrega~e neede~ to form co~crete.
or
aerated and productive.
Although Fig. 31 looks as 1f there 1s some confusion, the pict
It would be interesting to discover the possibilities of enlarging gives some idea of the use of China fir poles and steel girders dur!e
the planned reservoir at Shing Mun in this manner. It might be the work on the dam.
g
difficult to find ground suitable for dumping, for the quantities
The upstream face of the dam is holding water in the pictur
involved are numerous, as 6,000 cubfo yards is only equivalent to (Fig. 32) which also shows arrangements for filling up with
one million gallons of water. But with all of the machinery now concrete.
on the site the cost per cubic yard ·s hould be less than 57 cents,
The downstream face of the dam is shown in Fig. 33, which
the figure at Aberdeen ; although this method of obtaining water shows the cushion for overflow. The stone arch for carrying the
storage at Shing Mun is unlikely to be adopted.
outlet pipe and downstream face is shown in Fig. 34. Two views
This Aberdeen Lower Reservoir will be enlarged by silt and of the dam nearing completion are shown in Figs. 35 and 36. The
earth removal to hold an additional 10 million gallons. The total finishing touches 1<0 the rlownstream face c:>f the dam are shown
storage will be 110 millions when the work is finished.
in Fig. 37, while Fig. 38 shows the _downstream face of the dam
as it is to-day. The upstream face of the dam ~earing completion
Pumping Arrangements
in Fig. 39 while Fig. 40 shows the upstream face of the dam when
the reservoir is nearly full.
The Aberdeen Lower Reservoir is not on a level sufficiently
These two new Aberdeen reservoirs added a total of 283
high for the water to run by gravity to the Eliot filter beds and million
gallons to the storage capacity of Hongkong island and they
adjoining service reservoir. A pumping station, fitted with electrihave been invaluable for maintaining the supply for the past two
cally driven centrifugal pumps, was built near to the reservoir. years.
The "interior of this pumping station·is shown in Fig. 23. The pipes
The Aberdeen Upper Dam was formally opened by H.E.
are so arranged with valves that the pumps can . deliver all (or
part), of their output of water either to Eliot filter beds, or to 'the th.e Governor Sir William Peel in December, 1931. The reconst:ucAberdeen Upper Reservoir, whence the water can flow by·graVIty tiQ!l .of the Aberdeen Lower Dam was completed in September,
1932. Sites for additional reservoirs on the island have been
to the filter beds.
but it is doubtful whether they will ever be built, as the
Not only were large new areas of land reserved for catchment selected
land
involved is so valuable. Thus ·a site not far to the east of
for supplying water to these reservoirs, and many miles of catchment
water channels constructed, but it was also necessary to build outfall Aberdeen, near to Deep Water Bay, is calculated to provide 2,500
million gallons, but it would upset many existin"
arran.,ements
nullahs to carry away to the sea ~he overflow from them.
0
including the island road and a village, if used. It -see0ms that
we ·have, for all practical purposes, rt,ached the limit of storage on
The Mass Production Method
the island unless existing reservoi.J s are enlarged by excavations.
The dam for the Aberdeen Upper reservoir is built of concrete
blocks, cemented together on the site. That method of mas,
Island Service Reservoirs
production was found very economical. These blocks, also, were
.
It
is,
of
course,
impossible to give in detail all of the many
made at about sea ievel on the reclaimed ground at Aberdeen.
They were then transported by the aerial cableway to the site of the miscellaneous works carried on the island from 19-')8 to date. But
dam, as were the other materials required for the work. The it is worth mentioning that there were extensions of filterino- arrangecableway can be seen plainly in Fig. 24, which also shows the ments, and an increase in the capacity of service reservoJs. These
now contain filtered water in storage which amounts to about
staging for landing the blocks. This picture was taken during the latter
10 million gallons.
day the reservoir was officially opened and visitors can be seen
In 1913 co~trac!s were let for a new pumping station, to the
gathered together on the bank. T_he staging is also shown in
west of the t?mvers1ty, for supplying filtered water to the Peak.
Fig. 25 a picture taken at the opemng ceremony.
This Aberdeen Upper Reservoir holds about 180 million gallons. The total es~rmates were $56,000. The old pumping station had
It is 365 feet above sea level and is therefore able to feed by prove~ a nms?'nce to the University, and was incapable of the
extension reqmred for new machinery to meet the increased demand
gravity.
on the Peak.
The construction of this Aberdeen (Upper) Reservoir may be
\Yhen the .n~w station was completed a service reservoir of
taken as typical of the sort of work that is needed for water supply.
It is very much like that which has been carried out in connection capacity 6.4 million gallons was built to the west of it and new
with water supply for cities all over the world, hut will be described filter beds installed. The estimate for these works was $200,000.
The quantity of reinforced concrete work including the roof of
in detail as it may be of value to engineers in China.
The outstanding feature of this class of work in Hongkong the :eservoir was quite considerable. Few' people who pass alo_ng
is its comparatively low cost. This reservoir was formed for about the ISland ~oad just beyond the West Point pumpino- station realize
400,000 Hongkong dollars. It would probably have cost ten that the high retaining wall holds up· millions of gallons of water
times that amount to do the work in England. Local labor, anq stored behind it.
There are also extensive filter beds at Bowen Road where th:
cement is cheap and the supply of granite and sand is easy, plentiful
and economical.
·
·
Paterson system of mechanical filtration is employed. But as wd
The preliminary work of cutting out a sort of a socket to key shall _deal. more fully with this system later we will merely recor
]ete
one end of the dam on to one side of the gorge is shown in Fig. 26. that Is bemg used in Hongkong and Kowloon.
Trial excavations are made on both hillsides and in the stream bed
. In order to c~mple~e the story of the island supply a coDlP
to determine the best site for the dam.
lISt of the reservoirs with their capacity is given later.

(Continued on page 422)
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tho Government is following entirely different policies with regard
to it~ r~i\way a~d highway programs. As to the former, i'. favors
pr~vinmal or pnvate construction and operation of new lines, as
evidenced by the fact that, following the completion of·the Hangchow-Kiangshan railway, which is entirely a provincial enterprise,
most of tho new lines subsequently projected or constructecl are of
a local or private nature. Thus, the Central Government left the
building of the Tatung-Puhsien railway in the hands of the Shansi
Provincial Government, and such proposed lines as KongmoonYamchow, Samshui-Kongho, and Canton-Samshui. Kuangtung
P_rovincc, Changcho~-Amoy, Fukien Province, Taohuaping-Hungkmng, Hunan rrovince and Yamchow-Chungking of Kuangtung
and Szechua,:i will all be financed by the Yarious provinces concerned.
Tho hg~t railway from Wuhu to C,'hapu, which will soon be completed , 1s to be operated by a private concern. The reason for the
Government adopting this policy is easy to understand-the
Treasury is not in a position to finance the construction of railways
t h~ough~ut the country, and therefore provincial governments or
private interests should take the initiative in building lines where
they are considered necessary. In other words, the Government
seeks to weave the provinces together in a network of railway
through the efforts of local authorities. No doubt, this is the only
means of reaching a quick solution of the problem , especially when
tho Treasury is short of funds.
However, circumstances have forced the Government to adopt
the opposite policy in regard to highways. It is largely through the
efforts of provincial governments that the increase in China's road
mileage has been so rapid, but the fact that each province works independently has undesirable effects. First, since most of the proYincial highways are built primarily in the interests of the province
constructing them, there is the inevitable danger of disconnection
between important commercial and industrial centers. in different
provinces. Each province builds roads within its o,wn boundary,
nnd therefore the 28 proYinces of China form 28 systems, independent
of each other. As a result, while small cities in the same province
may be well linked, much larger centers in different proYinces,
between which modern motor transportation is· niost needed, may
lack efficient connections. The second disadvantage arising from ,
this non-co-operation between provinces lies in differences o'f
technical standards. Roads which run in the same general direction
are often not able to meet, thus causing considerable economic waste,
which is easily avoidable. Moreover, since each province regards
motor-roads as its exclusiYe property, through traffic on highways
passing through different provinces is usually attended with difficulty, if not actually impossible. The tendency toward centralized
control of highways as a means of remedying the defects brought
about by provincial operation is manifested by the organization of a
Highway Bureau under the National Economic Council, which is
vestoo. with power to build highways in various provinces. As to
the telegraphic and postal services, their future development will be
in the direction of intensified co-operation. Since they are both
under direct control of the Ministry of Communications, it should not
be difficult to prepare a plan for making these services supplementary to each other by having telegraphic and post-offices operated
jointly.
·

Water Supply in Hongkong
(Continued fr<Ym page 410)

Reservoir Capacity
At present (1933) the reservoir capncity on Kongkong island
is about 2,400 million gallons.
Three other reservoirs owned privately by the Taikoo firms
have a total capacity of 178.7 million gallons.. The present
r eservoir capacity in Kowloon .is 687 million gallons. lil addition
to these, storage in connection with the Shing Mun Valley scheme
when completed is .estimated to yield 3,000 million gallons.
The average consumption of water, that is now sµppljed by the
Government Water Authority only, is in Hongkong about 11
million gallons per day and in Kowloon it is about six million
gallons per day. · The estimated population of Hongkong, is 400,000
giving an average consumption of 27.5 gallons per head per day.
The estimated population of Kowloon is 287,000 and the average
consumption 21 gallons per head per day. These figures apply

1934

I

only to that portion of the population who obtain G
supplies in the two cities.
overnmcnt
~he above figures do not in~lude th_e ~umerous well an
supplies used by the population; pnn01pally for wa 8hd 11ulla1t
domestic flushing purposes. Many of the business firms ing •nd
class private residences are fitted with a separate system
better
and cleaning purposes, derived from their own private
18 i!shing
basement.
.
· in the

r""i

w~[

The Island Reservoirs
In. the year 1913, there were, on the island, five re
.
giving a total storage capacity of about 700 million gallo~erv\irs,
8
all were overflowing.
w en
In 1932 there were eight reservoirs (as shown in Table b 1
giving a total storage capacity of 2,300 million gallons.
e ow),
The reservoirs were at over their permanent overflow 1
for the following periods : evels
TABLE OF RESERVOIR CAPACITY

1932

Capacity to permanent 1932
Year
overflow level
Reservoirs
overflow
Completed
(millwn gall.ons)
perwa,
384.80
1889
Tai Tam . .
68 days
22.40
1904
Tai Tam Eyewash
43 days
195.90
Tai Tam Intermediate . . 1907
IOI days
1,419.00
1917
Tai Tam Tuk
65 days
30.34
1889
Wong Nei Chong
27 days
66.00
Pokfulum
1863
37 days
173.23
1931
Aberdeen Upper . .
JO days
110.00
Aberdeen Lower ..
1932
Nil
Total 2,401.67
The total quantity of water supplied on the island in 1932
was 3,517 million gallons (including 651 millions brought over
from the mainland) filtered, and 53.4 million gallons unfiltered.
The average consumption of filtered water for all purposes was
25.1 million gallons per head per day. The maximum quantity of
water impounded in all reservoirs (exclusive of the Lower Aberdeen
Reservoir) amounted to 2,291.67 million gallons in August, 1932.
This completes the story of the water supply for the island of
Hongkong. The next contribution will deal with the work that
has been done in order to initiate and to increase the supply to
Kowloon.

A New Aspect of Manchoukuo
(Continued fr<Ym page 395)
So much for the progress of the infant State-a start along
the "Kingly Way." There is no doubt that Manchouk~o ha_s
made colllillendable progress in spite of the unsympathetw att~tude of the Powers other than Japan. Manchoukuo, however, lS
too busily engaged in building up a model State to covet the
favor of outside Powers and to solicit early recognition. _Her
present zeal is no mere show, but reality ; no bid for rc?ogmtJon
by the Powers, but the building up, preservation, and unprovement of model statecraft. She believes that her achievemei!t
cannot fail-to_be a good example to her neighbor, China, that 1\
will constitute a corner-stone of peace and order in Contment~
Asia, and will contribute to the progress of mankind. Japan, m
pursuance of the Protocol of September 15 1932, will cont mue to
' long as i11aneh.0 \ 1·uo
encourage the progress of the new State so
maintains the present peaceful policy. Even her neigh
C~na, has recently been revising her attitude in view ?f t~r;
changing state of things by veering towards a more concilia ti·
policy, although the 'internal political situation does not allowk ie
00
. aut h. onties
· · to give
· de jure recognition to 1M?nchou
N anlong
ake her·
The f~ture of th~ new Stat_e is full of promise. She will t n the
place m the co~1ty of nat10ns as a nnique State founded 0 e for
1
ideal of the " Kingly Way," and will prove a peacefu) abo;o.d•Y
~II. M~nchoukuo is a State of destiny. Tb,ough d~sp,sed res eot
m her mfancy, s)le will to-morrow win the friendship au<l p
of her compeers.
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